In order to recognize faces, face recognition methods need to be studied. When a face is identi ed by the current method, the image denoising e ect is poor, the face image recognition result thus has error, the time used to recognize the face image is long, the signal to noise ratio, the recognition result and the recognition e ciency are low. Based on the GA-BP neural network algorithm, a face recognition method is proposed. A mixed denoising model of face images is constructed by combining dictionary based sparse representation with non-local similarity. The principal component analysis method is used to extract the feature of the face image after denoising and staining the eigenvector of the face image. The GA-BP neural network algorithm is used to optimize the initial weights and thresholds so as to achieve the optimal value. The feature vectors of face images are ted into the genetic neural network to complete face recognition. Experimental results show that the proposed method has high signalto-noise ratio, accuracy and recognition e ciency.
Introduction
With the development of high-tech technology and the occurrence of terrorist incidents, people's privacy and security issues have increasingly become the focus of attention. Identity identi cation and authentication exist in the elds of national security, public security, judicial, elec-tronic commerce, e-government, security inspection, security monitoring and so on [1] . Traditional authentication methods are easy to lose, forge, damage, forget, be stolen by others as well as other drawbacks, which canot meet the need of communities. Especially after the 9.11 incident in the United States, the national security problem has been severely tested. The guarantee of information security by an e ective means of authentication is an urgent problem waiting to be solved by the government and the scienti c community at present [2] . Face recognition is an identi cation method based on human facial features. It has many advantages such as initiative, non-aggression and user-friendliness. In particular, face recognition is superior to iris, ngerprints, and gait recognition methods [3] . Face recognition is the recognition of the input face image or video. First, it determines whether there is a face. If there is a face, the position, size and other information of each face are given, and the identity features of each face are extracted and compared with the face in the database to realize identi cation [4] . Face recognition involves many research elds, such as image processing, machine vision and pattern recognition. The research results have broad application prospects, which can be used in judicial authentication, civil aviation security inspection, customs authentication, intelligent video surveillance, and the veri cation of various bank cards and nancial card holders. However, because of the complexity of face change, it is very di cult to express and extract features, which makes face recognition a very challenging task, and it is necessary to study face recognition methods [5] .
Yuan Heng, Wang Zhihong and Jiang Wentao proposed a 3D face recognition method based on singular point neighborhood structure. In this method, the target region was segmented on the face texture image, the feature sub-regions were divided, and the neighborhood structures of two-dimensional singular points and singular points were extracted. The 3D singular points and their neighborhood structures were marked on the geometric information of face space, and the 3D information of the singular point and its neighborhood structures was used to represent the face features. This method used the near-est point method of singular point neighborhood structure to identify face identity information. This method ignored a variety of noise signals in the face image, and the recognition results were inaccurate and the accuracy of recognition results was low [6] . Sun Jinguang and Meng Fanyu proposed a feature weighted fusion face recognition method based on deep neural network. This method used active shape model to extract the main feature points of the face, and sampled di erent parts of the face according to the main feature points. The obtained sampling blocks were input into the corresponding deep belief network respectively to train and obtain the best network parameters. The similarity vectors of each region were obtained by using Softmax regression, and the comprehensive similarity score was obtained by weighting and fusing the similarity vectors of multiple regions. According to the result, the face recognition was completed. There were many algorithms involved in this method. In the calculation process, the error was easy to appear, and there was a problem of low accuracy of recognition results [7] . Li Yaqian, Zhang Shaowei, Li Haibin, et.al proposed a face recognition method based on Gabor wavelet and mutual covariance reduction operation, to extract Gabor features of face image. Aeighted mutual covariance matrix was used to reduce the dimension and feature extraction of processed feature images. Through the nearest neighbor classi er, the face recognition was completed according to the classi cation results. The recognition process of this method was tedious, the recognition took a long time, and there was a problem of low recognition e ciency [8] . Lin Yunfeng and Zhang Lihua proposed a face recognition method based on greedy approximate algorithm. The main idea of this method was that the face image of album structure re ected the compatibility between tags, and the number of tags in the album could be controlled by tag cost. According to the tag cost, the personal information in the album was modeled, and the greedy approximation algorithm to solve the NP problem in the modeling process was given. The model parameters were obtained by SSVM training, and face recognition was completed by the maximum membership degree principle. This method could not e ectively remove many noises in the face image, and the image denoising was low after de-noising [9] .
To sum up, a face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm is proposed. The speci c steps are as follows:
A mixed denoising model of face images is constructed by sparse representation and non-local similarity.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to extract features in face images.
GA-BP neural network algorithm is used to complete face recognition.
The experimental results and analysis. Section shows that the algorithm based on GA-BP neural network is e ective in three aspects: signal-to-noise ratio, recognition accuracy and recognition e ciency. Results and discussion.
In the section, the focus of the next step is put forward.
Methods . Mixed denoising model
The dictionary based image sparsity is used to construct a denoising variational model, and a weight factor is designed to suppress the interference of the impact noise in the data delity term in the model. The initial denoising of mixed noise images is achieved through the idea of nonlocal mean. In the obtained image, the masking matrix is constructed to exclude the impact noise points and obtain non-local similarity prior knowledge. The non-local similarity prior and sparse prior are fused into the regular terms of the variational model, and a mixed denoising model is constructed to obtain the denoised face image. The general accuracy of input face images is high and there is a lot of redundant information. In order to avoid the complex structure of genetic neural network, image compression must be performed before the genetic neural network is input [10] . Let f (x) be used for interpolation and h(x) for interpolation kernel, then the interpolation Eq. is:
where, C i represents the weight coe cient. The face recognition method based on the GA-BP neural network algorithm uses cubic function, and the size of the interpolated neighborhood is 4×4. Thus, the value of the output pixel value is the weighted average of the e ective points contained in the 4×4 matrix.
x represents the compressed face image; x i,j represents the pixel location located at the position (i, j); y represents the image after the face image x is contaminated by noise, and the expression of the mixed noise model is as follows:
where, v i,j is the Gauss noise value which obeys the zero mean distribution and the variance is σ.
Set [d min , dmax ] be the range of the gray value of the noise image y. When the face image is contaminated with salt and pepper noise, s( ≤ s ≤ ) is the ratio of the noise of salt and pepper. The value of the noise point is only two extreme cases: d min or dmax, and their probability is s/ . For random impulse noise, the noise ratio is r( ≤ r ≤ ), the noise point value is d i,j (d min < d i,j < dmax), and the probability of y i,j = d i,j is r( − s). The pixel value that is only contaminated by Gauss noise is y i,j = x i,j + v i,j and the probability is ( − r)( − s). Let x i ∈ R i represent an image neighborhood block with the size of √ n × √ n and R i be a matrix vector. Through it, one image block x i in image x can be removed. According to the theory of sparse representation, dictionary Φ = [Φ , Φ , · · · , Φn] can be used to make sparse coding of x i , then x i can be expressed as:
where, α i is a sparse coding vector. The encoded image x can be expressed as:
where, α represents a sparse coding vector. The choice of dictionary has a great in uence on the sparse encoding and reconstruction of signals [11] . In the GA-BP neural network algorithm, the dictionary must be learned in advance through uncontaminated natural face images. By learning from natural face images, a PAC dictionary is used for sparse representation. PCA dictionary is self-adaptive. Principal components are extracted by principal component analysis (PCA) to update the atoms in the dictionary [12] . For image y contaminated by Gauss noise, coding model αnew can be expressed as:
where, R(α) is a regular term, which is to describe some properties of the solution to limit the solution space, so that the solution of the problem has favorite properties and thus a stable solution is obtained. According to the deterministic regularized theory, the maximum posterior solution of the coding vector obtained by Gauss noise is obtained [13] . For the face images contaminated by mixed noise, the distribution of noise is very di erent from that of Gauss noise. Under the in uence of impact noise, the residual error y − Φα of data tting for mixed noise is more irregular than that of Gauss noise. Therefore, in Eq. (5), l norm is used to represent that the data tting residuals is not applicable to the restoration of mixed noise contaminated images. If the data delity term is changed to make the distribution of the residual di erence more similar to the distribution of Gauss noise, the l norm can still be used to represent the coded residual under mixed noise, making the removal of the mixed noise easier to handle. By weighting data delity items, the distribution is more regular. So, let:
where, the residual e i = y − Φα. min
f (e i ) is used to replace e i . Function f controls the distribution of every residual, so that the residual distribution is more consistent with the residual distribution under Gauss noise. f should meet the following nature:
The residual distribution in mixed noise will have heavy tailed distribution. The heavy-tailed distribution is similar to the normal probability distribution, but its tail is thicker than the tail of the normal distribution, with the characteristics of peak and heavy-tailed [14] . For each residual error, the weighted residuals are:
where, w i is a diagonal element. In the mixed denoising, the residual can be divided into two categories: for the noise contaminated by Gauss noise, the residual error basically obeys the Gauss distribution and can remain unchanged, that is, the weight is approximately 1; Residues at impact noise points should be weighted to reduce the heavy tail distribution [15] . From the above analysis, f (e i ) can be set to f (e i ) = (w / i e i ) , and the improved mixed noise denoising model is:
where, w is diagonal weighting matrix and diagonal element w ii = w i . The pixels contaminated by impact noise should have a smaller weight, which can reduce the inuence of impact noise on coding. For pixels that are not contaminated by impact noise, the weight value should be close to 1. Because in the sparse representation of the impact noise points, there will be large coding residuals, which is set according to the encoding residual e i to the weight w ii , and the size of w ii and e i is inverse proportional. Set w ii ∈ [ , ], the calculation formula of w ii is as follows:
where, b is a normal number, which can control the decay rate of w ii . In order to make the denoising model (9) more e ective for mixed noise removal, it is necessary to apply prior knowledge of the face image to the design of regular term R(α). The two prior knowledge of local sparsity and non local self-similarity are fused into a regular term of a variational model, and a more accurate sparse representation coe cient will be obtained for the construction of the denoising model. When the face image contains the mixed noise composed of Gauss noise and impact noise, it can cause interference to the non local similarity solution in the face image [16] . The face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network rstly preprocesses the noise image y, and preliminarily removes the impulse noise in the face image. Using fuzzy weight non local average algorithm, the initial image x ( ) can be obtained by ltering the noise image. The fuzzy weight non local average algorithm uses the non local similarity of the face image, and the noise of the face image is removed by obtaining the fuzzy weighted non local mean value of the pixel points. It is more accurate to seek nonlocal similarity prior knowledge through x ( ) . The matrix z is constructed according to the initial image x ( ) :
A threshold value of σ is set to judge whether the pixel at the position (i, j) in noise image y is the impact noise point. If z(i, j) ≥ σ, it is determined that the pixel is the impact noise point, otherwise it is the Gauss noise point. An identi cation matrix d(i, j) is constructed by the matrix z:
When solving the non local similar priori of face image
is used as a mask matrix, and a new image matrix x ( ) is preliminarily excluded from the impact noise point in x ( ) , that is, the non local similarity prior to the face image in Gauss noise environment is obtained only. The result will be closer to the true information of the face image [17] . For the image block x i in x ( ) , a similar block is looked for in the large enough window area centered on i. If the Euclidean distance between image blocks x q i and x i does not exceed a predetermined threshold, then they are considered to be similar. If there are L image blocks similar to x i , the weighted average of them can be obtained as following.
where, q represents the number of image blocks. x i can be used to estimate image block, and the distance between weights b q i and x i is inversely proportional to x q i .
where, h is a pre-set scalar, and ω is normalization factor. If the advanced learning dictionary Φ is used to encode the image block and its non local similar block, then x i = Φα i , and the non local similar block x i = Φα i , the coding coe cients α i and α i are similar. The face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm takes i ||α i − µ i || as a regular term to substitute into Eq. (9), then obtaining.
where, represents the coding coe cient. In the above model, the data delity term is weighted. The regular term combines the sparse prior and the non local similar priori, which makes the denoising model integrate more prior knowledge, and the denoising image will be closer to the real life image [18] . Under the mixed noise composed of Gaussian noise and impulse noise, the initial value of coding residue e can be set to e ( ) by the initial image e ( ) , and the calculation formula of e ( ) is as follows:
The weighting matrix w is initialized by e ( ) through Eq. (10). When w is determined, the algorithm model (15) becomes a sparse coding problem of l norm. Face recognition algorithm based on GA-BP neural network algorithm can solve the model by iterative reweighting algorithm. Let V be a diagonal matrix and initialize it as a unit matrix. At the k + th iteration, the element in V is updated to:
where, ε is scalar, and the mixed denoising model α
is obtained after update. The expression of α (k+ ) is as follows:
.
Feature extraction of face Image
The face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm is used to extract features from face images by principal component analysis. The principal component analysis method is the statistical analysis method based on K-L transformation. The essence of principal component analysis is the projection of the high dimensional space sample data into the low dimensional space by linear transformation while retaining the original data as much as possible in the original high dimensional vector can be obtained by rebuilding the low dimension vector and the eigenvector restructure [19] . Principal component analysis (PCA) obtains the orthogonal basis of high dimensional face image space by linear transformation to form feature space. For denoising two-dimensional n × m image R, face image training set {R i |i = , , · · · , k}, k is the total number of training samples, and the image mean isR. Z i is the standard training sample for face images. The expression is as follows:
The covariance matrix Cov is obtained by the standard training sample Z i .
Cov = ZZ T (20)
Let matrix A be a n × ι matrix with rank ι, there are two orthogonal matrices U and V, and diagonal matrix Λ, so that matrix A satis es the following equations: According to the singular value decomposition theorem, {λ i |i = , . · · · , ι − } is the ι non zero eigenvalues of covariance matrix Cov, u i and v i are the eigenvectors of λ i , and the orthogonal normalization vector of the face image is obtained.
where, ς represents the sensitive factor and the value is taken in the interval [0, 10]. The higher the sensitivity factor is, the more accurate the feature vector is.
. Face recognition based on GA-BP neural network algorithm
BP network is a multilayer feedforward network trained by the error back propagation algorithm. Its structure is similar to the human brain, and is composed of a large number of neurons connected to each other, which has a highly nonlinear mapping ability, and can carry out complex nonlinear mapping. Face recognition can use the feature vector of the face image as input, which kind of person is the problem of mapping the complex function of output, so it can be used for face recognition by neural network [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . BP network algorithm is slow to learn and easy to fall into local optimum. In order to overcome this shortcoming, a face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm is proposed. First, a denoising model is constructed to remove the noise in face images. The feature vector of the face image is obtained by the principal component analysis, and the genetic algorithm is used to optimize the initial weight and threshold of the neural network so that it can reach the optimal value. Then, the optimal initial weights and thresholds are brought to the GA-BP neural network for network training. When training is completed, the feature vectors of face images are input into GA-BP neural network to complete face recognition. The ow chart of face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . Thirty, the selection operation is performed. The roulette method is used to select operation, the probability of individual i being selected is P i , and the calculation formula of probability P i is as follows:
where, c is the total number of populations. Fourthly, a cross operation. This cross operation is carried out by real number cross method. The crossover probability is used to exchange some genes and form two new individuals. The operation method is as follows:
where, g k j and g k j represent k and k individuals at the jth gene and a is the random number of [0, 1]. The fth step is the mutation operation. In order to increase population diversity, some genes in the population will mutate with mutation probability. The operation method is as follows:
where, gmax and g min represent the upper and lower bounds of gene g ij ; a is the random number; s is the number of current iterations, smax is the maximum evolutionary times, and a is the random number of [0, 1] .
And six is to set the standard threshold ϑ. When the tness function value is less than ϑ, it satis es the end condition of the algorithm, and the optimal weight value y p k and the threshold value o p k are obtained; if it is not satis ed, then return to step three.
Normalization processing favors part of the seventh step. In order to improve the convergence speed, the output of neural network is normalized. The input vector is x, the output vector is x ′ , xmax is the maximum of the input vector x, and x min is the minimum value of the input vector x, then the input vector standardization process can be described as:
Finally, the optimal weights y p k and the threshold o p k solved in the step six and the data x ′ processed by the step seven are taken into the GA-BP neural network to make grid training, and get the recognition result xw, so as to complete the face recognition.
Results
In order to verify the overall e ectiveness of the face recognition method based on the GA-BP neural network algorithm, it is necessary to test the face recognition method. The test platform is Matlab and the operating system is Windows 10. Face image contains a lot of noise, including salt and pepper noise, impulse noise and Gaussian noise, which a ect the recognition of face image. The face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm, the 3D face recognition method based on the neighborhood structure of singular point and the feature weighted fusion face recognition method based on the depth neural network are tested to remove the noise signal in the face image (Figure 2) , and the test results are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3(b) is the signal frequency of the face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm. In comparison of Figure 3(a) and 3(b) , it can be seen that the uctuation of signal frequency in Figure 3(b) is small. Figure 3 , it is found that the signal in the face image after the denoising with two methods has a large uctuation, which is very di erent from the signal frequency in the original face image. Compared with the denoising results of three di erent methods, it is found that the face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm can e ectively remove the noise signal in the face image. Because in the face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm, an image sparse representation method based on dictionary is used to construct mixed denoising model to remove salt and pepper noise, impact noise and Gauss noise in the face image. The denoising e ect is good, and the signal to noise ratio is high. ς is the sensitive factor. If the value of the sensitive factor is taken within the interval [0, 10] , the greater the value of the sensitive factor is, the more accurate the feature vector is, and the higher the accuracy of face recognition is. The face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm, the 3D face recognition method based on the neighborhood structure of singular point and the feature weighted fusion face recognition method based on the depth neural network are tested by the sensitive factor, and the accuracy rate of the face recognition by the three di erent methods is compared. The test results are shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 (a) is a test result of face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm. Analysis of Figure 4(a) shows that the sensitivity factor obtained by this method is more than 7 in many iterations. Figure 4(b) is a test result of 3D face recognition method based on singular point neighborhood structure. Figure 4(c) is the result of feature weighted fusion face recognition method and 4(c) show that the sensitivity factors obtained by the above two methods in multiple iterations are as low as 3 and 2, respectively. Comparing the test results of three different methods, it can be seen that the sensitivity factor of face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm is higher. The bigger the value of the sensitive factor is, the more accurate the eigenvector is. The recognition accuracy of face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm is veri ed.
Discussion
According to the above analysis, the face recognition method based on a GA-BP neural network algorithm can remove the salt and pepper noise, the impact noise and Gauss noise in the face image, and complete the face recognition accurately. Recognition e ciency is also an important factor in face recognition. The face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm, the 3D face recognition method based on the neighborhood structure of singular point and the face recognition method based on the feature weighted fusion based on the depth neural network are tested. Three di erent methods used to calculate sensitive factors in Experiment 2 are compared, and the results are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 (a) is the time used in face image recognition based on GA-BP neural network algorithm. Analysis Figure 5(a) shows that the time of face image recognition is below 10 s when using this method. Figure 5 (b) and 5(c) are the time used in face image recognition by using the 3D face recognition method based on singular point neighborhood structure and the feature weighted fusion face recognition method based on deep neural network. Analysis of Figures 5(b) and 5(c) shows that the recognition time of the above two methods is as high as 15 s and 18 s, respectively. Compared with the test results of three di erent methods, the face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm uses less recognition time. Because the face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm realizes the K-L transformation of the sample space by solving the matrix eigenvalues and eigenvectors with the small dimension, which reduces the computational complexity of the algorithm and improves the recognition e ciency of the method. It is veri ed that face recognition method based on a GA-BP neural network algorithm has high recognition e ciency.
In summary, the face recognition method based on a GA-BP neural network algorithm has high signal-to-noise ratio, high recognition accuracy and high recognition eciency. 
Conclusions
As a new biometric recognition technology, face recognition technology has the advantages of friendliness, convenience and stability, and has attracted wide attention. This technology has broad market prospects and huge market value. At present, face recognition algorithm has the problems of low signal to noise ratio, low recognition accuracy and low recognition e ciency. A face recognition method based on a GA-BP neural network algorithm is proposed. The rst step is to construct a mixed denoising model; the second step is to extract the feature vectors of face images; the third step is to use GA-BP neural network algorithm to complete face recognition. Face recognition is an interdisciplinary and challenging problem. At present, most of the methods still remain in the research stage, the various theories still need to be further improved, and the recognition e ect is still a great distance from the practical. Face recognition system is relatively complex and involves a lot of contents. Later work is mainly in the following aspects:
Face recognition method based on a GA-BP neural network algorithm has certain improvement on the recognition e ect of face image. But there is still a certain gap between the actual application and the next work is to create a new database to conduct actual tests.
The sample of face image has a great in uence on the result of recognition. The more samples there are, the more convenient the learning process is. However, for some special cases, if the sample is very limited, the possibility of misjudging in the unknown change recognition process of some face images is increased. How to e ectively expand the existing samples is a development direction worth studying.
In the face recognition method based on GA-BP neural network algorithm, the feature extraction method of principal component analysis is used to complete the feature extraction of face image. If it can combine other feature extraction methods, it can get better results by integrating di erent features.
Because the face recognition process is an ill conditioned learning process from three dimensions to two dimensions, there is a certain error. In order to identify face images more accurately, direct 3D face recognition is an effective research method.
As a means of authentication, single biometric identication technique is di cult to ensure its stability and reliability. Therefore, the fusion of multi-feature biometrics is a promising research direction.
